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Abstract
This paper identifies new opportunities for innovation and expansion on current survey practice in the design of a new household panel survey, including an increased use of new and mobile technologies, more frequent data collection, modified clustering, and use of non-traditional survey measures such as administrative data, planned missing/matrix sampling questionnaire design, real-time data collection, and biomarkers. These innovative data collection methods require rethinking traditional panel survey methods, but can help reduce respondent burden and expand on current social science knowledge. The paper concludes that a new household panel survey would improve knowledge about important social, economic and health issues facing the US, and would provide a useful test bed for new hypotheses and innovative methods of data collection.
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1. Introduction

Panel surveys are a vital source of information about changes in what individuals, families, and households think, feel and do over extended time periods. Existing panel surveys include the Panel Survey of Income Dynamics (PSID), Health and Retirement Study (HRS), the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health (Add Health), and the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP). These studies have permitted investigation of topics such as intergenerational changes in household socioeconomic status (e.g. [74]), health trajectories in later life (e.g. [24]), changes in adolescent depression symptoms over time (e.g. [44]), and the length of time that individuals are in poverty (e.g. [62]).

Panel surveys are an important resource for scholars in a wide range of fields. At the time of this writing, the bibliographies for these surveys contained at least 2000 manuscripts each (PSID – over 3700 [54], HRS over 2500 [25], Add Health almost 5000 [47], SIPP almost 2000 [77]), including journal articles, books, conference proceedings, and dissertations. The information obtained from panel studies is so important that one survey – the PSID – is listed as part of the National Science
Foundation’s “Nifty 50” inventions that are important in everyday lives (including other inventions such as the Internet and bar codes [49]).

Thus, a new household panel survey has the potential for contributing to a wide variety of fields and having a lasting effect on scientific knowledge. Yet developing a new household panel survey poses a wide variety of methodological challenges and decisions, including the topic, target population, mode of data collection, sample design, frequency of reinterviews, and methods to minimize attrition, among others. These methodological challenges of designing a new household panel survey are both exciting and daunting.

As a potential new resource for researchers in a wide range of disciplines, it is critical to consider many issues related to the design of a new panel survey. In this paper, we synthesize the methodological issues and decisions identified by the authors of the preceding papers in this journal issue. We identify the implications of these issues for design decisions in a new household panel survey. Then, we examine a variety of statistical and other design decisions that are critical to planning for a new household panel survey, including our recommendations.

Underpinning our discussion is the importance of error properties that can have a substantial effect on the utility of the estimates. In general, we support implementing design features that make the survey experience as easy for the respondent to complete as possible – that is, “respondent friendly” [18] to mitigate potential survey errors. Specifically, the instrument design must take the respondent into account by being relevant and reducing burden across multiple waves of data collection. We recommend that modern methods of data collection be implemented, in addition to the use of self-administered modes, to reduce respondent burden and increase data quality. Norman Bradburn [7] posited that survey burden was multifaceted. Among the contributors to survey burden include questionnaire length, mode, having multiple survey components, the amount of effort required by the respondent, having uncomfortable, sensitive or difficult topics, having a boring questionnaire, and being interviewed frequently. The respondent-friendly design is aimed to support the “social exchange” concept for increasing respondent participation and decreasing burden [19]. While monetary incentives are valuable and can enhance participation (e.g. [70]), we recommend having additional benefits to the respondent, including asking engaging questions and allowing them to experience the study as a benefit for society and themselves.We hypothesize that respondents who are attached to the study this way are more likely to persist and provide higher quality data.

2. Topic overview

One of the most important decisions for a new household panel survey is the survey’s primary focus or topic. The topic of the survey drives a survey’s identity. For example, the Health and Retirement Survey is about health and economic decisions in aging populations, the Survey of Income and Program Participation is about transfer
benefits for low income households, and the Panel Survey of Income Dynamics was (initially) about employment and income, although the scope has changed dramatically over time. A survey’s identity, driven by the topic, helps identify potential funding sources, the end users of the data collected, how the survey is framed for respondents, and what the analytic goals are for survey. The topic also drives all other design decisions, including the target population, mode(s) of data collection, frequency of administration, and the usefulness of administrative records. This section synthesizes the topics considered by the preceding papers in this journal issue, and considers the implications for a new household panel survey.

All of the papers contained in this issue examine whether a new household panel survey is needed for their particular research questions. Of these papers, eight argue that a new household panel survey is needed, three argue that it may be needed, depending on the design, and four argue that enhancements of current data collection strategies would most facilitate research in their area. Interestingly, the four papers for which a new data collection was not seen to be needed are those related to economic issues of wealth [11], time use [28], household consumption [55], and income and poverty [85].

The other social issue-oriented topics, on the other hand, argued that a new survey was important or critical to advancing the field. From the manuscripts provided, the topics for which a new survey is needed fall into the general categories of health, family and community. In particular, the topics for which a new household survey were argued to be necessary included physical health and health behavior [1], genes [12], social networks and social capital [75], health and health care [37], family formation processes [40], human capital, education, achievement and learning [59], child and adolescent development [63], and family support processes from adolescence through later life [68], and – depending on the design – labor markets [5], disabilities, physical functions and cognitive abilities [45] and housing and neighborhoods [58].

We summarized all of the major constructs identified by the authors of the 15 articles prepared for the conference. This summary identified well over 300 major constructs that were of interest to be measured (contained in an online appendix to this paper). These constructs ranged from information on educational outcomes to employment to relationship quality to social networks to genetic information to health care to disability to crime and deviance. Importantly, there was a great deal of overlap in the general topics that were considered to be necessary to collect, even if the operationalization of the construct varied across papers. Furthermore, each of the authors emphasized the importance of having economic information such as wealth and income as contextual variables, even though the manuscripts for these topics did not identify a new survey as important.

Table 1 shows an incomplete list of these topic modules (listed along the left side). It also identifies the substantive manuscripts (listed across the top) that listed these to be important topics to collect. For example, information about educational background or outcomes was explicitly mentioned by the authors of the manuscripts on
physical health, labor markets, time use, disability, human capital, child development and adult development. Of course, a lack of an “X” in a cell of the table does not mean that the authors would not be interested in that information; it simply was not explicitly mentioned in the manuscript (perhaps because collection of the information – such as education level or number of people in a household – was taken for granted as part of any social science survey). Table 1 shows the tremendous amount of overlap in what was considered to be essential information for a new household panel survey across the wide range of substantive foci examined in the 15 manuscripts.

In addition to a standard asking of survey questions, a number of manuscripts were interested in collecting biological or genetic information or using alternative methods to obtain real time measurement. Collection of biological markers could come in the form of blood, saliva, or urine samples, as well as physical measurements of height, weight, waist circumference, and blood pressure. Real time measurements suggested included the use of GPS data for real time travel information, ecological momentary assessment methods to obtain real-time measures of how people are feeling, what they are doing, and who they are with, and sensors for physical behaviors.

The list of well over 300 potential topics, plus biological and other information, has great potential for advancing scientific knowledge about human populations. However, a survey that asked about over 300 topics would be impossibly long and burdensome. The challenge in this design is to identify which constructs are the most important, and thus require extensive batteries of questions to adequately measure the construct, and which constructs can be measured less precisely, with fewer questions. An additional challenge is frequency of measurement for these batteries of items, discussed below. Additionally, as pointed out in some of the papers, some of the topics are very difficult for people to have information about or to understand, thus limiting the value of these questions unless alternative methods of measurement are identified.

3. Questionnaire design

The survey topic is implemented through the questionnaire. In a panel survey, the question arises as to what should be collected in a baseline interview (wave 1) and what can be collected in follow-up interviews (wave 2 and beyond).

We recommend that the baseline interview collect retrospective information across multiple domains to establish information that must be “causally prior” for subsequent analyses. These domains, including education, employment, marital status/relationship, fertility, and residential history, could be collected using an event history calendar [4]. An event history calendar (EHC) allows the interviewer and respondent to draw across multiple domains for memory cues. For example, while answering questions about changes in employment status, the interviewer can probe about whether the employment change occurred before or after the birth of a child. Event
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topical information requested</th>
<th>Paper topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical/Mental Health</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive/physical abilities</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social networks</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genes/Biomarkers</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family/Household</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time use</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Resources/Assets/Hardship</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood/Housing</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
history calendars have been shown to improve retrospective recall of autobiographical events over individual questions for the same domains [3]. EHCs have been successfully implemented in longitudinal surveys such as the PSID and the SIPP.

We also recommend that the baseline interview obtain consent for such requests as links to administrative records, collection of biomarkers, physical measurements, genetic information, and real-time data collection methods. These sensitive and burdensome requests can be explained and collected by the interviewer, hopefully mitigating any risk of increased nonresponse at the baseline interview from these components. Face-to-face administration also permits the respondent to ask questions about the request, increasing the information they have for informed consent. Each component of a survey for which consent is required increases the risk of nonresponse to that component. Surveys must obtain separate consent to do physical measurements, to collect biomarkers, and to link data to administrative records (when the records are not the frame). It is not clear how having multiple survey components of different types contributes to nonresponse at wave one or later nonresponse in panel surveys. In current interviewer-administered surveys, consent rates to conduct anthropomorphic measurement are high (90–98% [64]). Consent rates to collect biomarker samples vary over type of biomarker (e.g., blood, saliva, urine) and range from 67 to 90 percent [64]. Linkage to administrative records also varies over surveys, with rates as low as 19% consenting to link records to 96.5% consenting in interviewer-administered surveys, and from 55% to 62% in web surveys [65]. Although biological and physical measurement increase burden for respondents, linkage to administrative records could decrease the number of questions asked in a survey and thereby decrease burden on the respondent.

Subsequent interviews can reduce the burden on respondents in two ways. First, dependent interviewing, in which information from prior waves is preloaded into questionnaires, and respondents are asked to evaluate whether changes have occurred, can both reduce the burden on the respondent and improve data quality [31]. Dependent interviewing, in particular, helps to reduce the “seam effect” [13], the substantial increase in changes in responses that occurs during the time periods covered in adjacent interviews rather than in the same interview. Second, a planned missing design (also called split questionnaires or matrix sampling), paired with multiple imputation, can reduce the length of a questionnaire while maintaining coverage of question domains of interest [20,21]. Planned missing designs work well when there is a strong covariance structure that can be used to impute missing values, such as in a scale or battery of questions. In a planned missing design, respondents are randomly assigned to be asked subsets of questions in a scale, rather than a full scale. This design permits coverage of a wide range of domains, but reduces the number of questions asked of any single respondent. In longitudinal research, this creates a challenge in that some households or respondents will not answer the same items from wave to wave. Yet designing planned missing questionnaires around individual scales with high reliability will allow changes in a latent construct to be evaluated, even without individual items [22].
Two major causes of measurement error in longitudinal surveys are panel conditioning or time-in-sample bias [34] and errors due to changes in mode [17]. Although it is not possible to eliminate errors from these sources, consideration in questionnaire design must be given to methods for reducing and controlling them. For example, practices that provide direct feedback (e.g., reports on savings for retirement or benefits available from government programs) may appear to be beneficial in terms of increasing response rates but they may increase bias in survey estimates if the panel conditioning bias is greater than the nonresponse bias.

4. Frequency of data collection

One question that arises in a new household panel survey is how frequently the questionnaire should be administered. We see this as strongly related to the topics and domains of interest. More frequent interviews permit a shorter recall period for some characteristics, reducing the amount of recall effort required to answer questions. Less frequent interviews require more retrieval time, but may be more appropriate for rarer or highly salient events.

Although it is unknown whether shorter questionnaires administered more frequently or longer questionnaires administered less frequently are less burdensome or more accurate, we believe there are substantial benefits associated with frequent, low-cost follow-ups. If the base wave is successful at “training” respondents to use a computerized instrument such as through the Internet and/or a smart phone for conducting these follow-ups, then frequent (perhaps monthly) collection could be a short set of items that takes no more than 5 to 8 minutes to complete, such as in the Longitudinal Internet Studies for the Social Sciences (LISS) panel in the Netherlands [66]. One benefit of this approach is better tracking of respondents, lowering attrition. Another potential benefit is that the frequent contacts can build rapport and attachment to the study.

Furthermore, with a new household panel survey, we recommend that the salience and rate of change of an event drive how frequently it is collected. For example, whether or not an individual has purchased a car could be evaluated annually or less frequently, whereas information about doctor’s visits could be evaluated more regularly (e.g., every three months). Additionally, we recommend that collection of information about some domains be timed around when information about the domain is most salient. For example, income information could be timed to coincide with tax season or when Social Security income statements are mailed. Information about health insurance plan options could be timed around open enrollment season when review of plans is most salient. Of course, different time frames for frequency of measurement of certain domains could introduce new challenges for data collection, and would require users to use more cross-wave data for analyses in different domains.
Some longitudinal surveys are planned to be collected for a set period of years (e.g., the SIPP) whereas others are planned to be collected indefinitely (e.g., PSID, HRS). We do not anticipate that there are benefits to establishing a fixed term or expiration period for the study, assuming it is planned to cover many years. Many of the analysis goals stated include studying long-term effects such as inter-generational transfers. These kind of long-term outcomes require data collection over multiple decades.

As shown in Figure 1, when examining multiple panel studies, some studies experience a decrease in wave-to-wave response rates, whereas other surveys do not [51,67,82]. Thus, panel retention is more complex than simply the number of waves of data collection or the length of time between the panels.

5. Mode of data collection

A mixed mode approach to data collection is essential for a new household panel survey. Mixed-mode surveys are those in which some combination of face-to-face, telephone, mail, web, and other modes are used for data collection, either within a survey interview (different modes for different questions) or with changes in modes across waves (different modes at different times [14]). Given the length and complexity of the range of domains identified by the manuscripts, and the extensive amount of retrospective information that is of interest, the initial round of data collection would be facilitated through a face-to-face interview. Two approaches could be taken for the base wave interview. The first approach is a “traditional” approach in which an extensive amount of retrospective information is collected about each member in the housing unit, as well as information about what the respondent is currently...
thinking, feeling, or doing. Interviews of this sort are often much longer than one hour in length and form the basic set of information that is traditionally repeated in subsequent waves of data collection.

The second approach is a more novel one. Here, the primary goals of the first wave are different from that usual approach of collecting a great deal of retrospective data about each household member. Instead, the first interview could have as its main objective gaining the participation of the household members and establishing a commitment to the study, with minimal “baseline” information. In a sense, the base wave prepares respondents for prospective data collection in subsequent waves that use lower-cost data collection methods. The first wave could also be used to collect needed physical measurements (e.g., respondent measurements, neighborhood observations). To minimize the burden in the first wave, particularly sensitive information could be delayed to later self-administered waves.

The other main objective of the base wave under the novel approach is to establish processes for the respondents to provide information in subsequent waves that is both convenient for them and reduces the time in the field, preferably using self-administered instruments. Subsequent rounds could be collected using telephone, web or mail surveys in addition to face-to-face interviews. The self-administered modes of web and mail permit more frequent collection of information. Telephone interviews can be used for topics requiring more clarification or probing than permitted through self-administered questionnaires.

One way to facilitate later data collection would be to provide devices such as smartphones or tablets that the respondents could use for their own purposes (i.e., as a non-monetary incentive) and for completing subsequent surveys. If respondents already have their own devices that are appropriate for this purpose and they are willing to use them, then alternatives that are more beneficial to the respondent – such as paying internet service plans or other in-kind payments – should be offered. Some respondents may not be willing to use Internet or smartphone devices, and for those households other mechanisms (e.g., scanners, paper instruments, or phone interviews) need to be allowed. This initial tailoring to the individual household’s situation is motivated through the idea of creating a “respondent-friendly” survey.

Regular face-to-face visits could be made for more extensive questionnaires, an update of physical measurements such as height, weight and blood pressure, or providing households with new data collection devices (e.g., tablets). The frequency of the face-to-face visits relative to other modes of data collection should be driven by the analytic goals of the survey and the frequency with which the information of interest changes.

The use of multiple modes in a longitudinal survey introduces new challenges. Changes in administration mode for particular sets of questions could confound real change in outcomes. As such, care should be taken to keep modes constant over waves for items that may be particularly sensitive to the mode of administration [16]. For example, reports of sensitive behaviors such as substance use or partner violence should be self-administered, whether in ACASI, web or paper modes, over waves.
Minimizing the number of changes in mode over waves for different sets of questions is recommended. Establishing and continuing to collect data in the same mode, or at least continuing self- or interviewer-administered methods, may reduce mode effects of change measures.

Issues related to mode are also complex when thinking about response and attribution rates and the risk of nonresponse bias. Although face-to-face surveys traditionally have higher response rates than any other mode, in today’s survey climate, mail surveys obtain response rates as high as or higher than telephone surveys (e.g. [9]). Furthermore, tailoring mode of data collection to an individual’s stated preferred mode does not necessarily yield a higher response rate than when offering a nonpreferred mode. For example, Olson, Smyth and Wood [53] found that people who self-report preferring a web mode in a prior wave of a survey participate at higher rates in a web survey than people who do not report preferring the web. However, all persons – including those who preferred the web mode – participated in mail and telephone surveys at higher rates than in web surveys. Catering to an individual’s web preference would lower the overall response rate to the study, compared to offering the same person a mail survey. Thus, tailoring modes to individual preferences must be considered in conjunction with general trends in the population for participation across modes.

6. Target population

One challenge of designing a new household panel survey is identifying the target population for each construct. The papers in this issue identified a wide variety of possible target populations, including households, families, adults, children, parents, or persons who meet certain criteria (e.g., age range, employed, with disabilities). Identifying which constructs could be answered by household reporters and those that require self-response is challenging.

Prior research has shown that two adult household members may not agree on a wide variety of topics. In particular, self and proxy reports differ on topics including household membership [41], gun ownership [39], disability status [36], partner violence [10], childbearing desires [76], health events [42], smoking status [50], voting status [26], and victimization [46]. Information on income and employment status appear to be well reported by spouses, although it is not clear that this would hold for cohabiting or roommate households [46]. Given the difficulty in reporting for these different domains, we recommend having multiple adults per household and maximizing self-report to maximize data quality. Multiple adults per household (whether family members or not) would also facilitate intra-household analyses, a theme that resonated across multiple papers. Of course, some proxy interviews would be inevitable due to death, cognitive limitations, movement into an institution, or for children. Proxy reports could also be used to address nonresponse if the information gathered
by the proxy is deemed to be adequate enough to outweigh the potential decrease in data quality compared to self-reports.

Our main concern with having multiple reporters per household is the data collection burden, although the concept of household burden as distinct from person burden is not well understood. Our view is that if the analytic objectives require taking all adults and children within a household – and most of the papers in this issue indicate such analytic objectives – then the data collection protocol and procedures can be developed to allow this. On the other hand, if sampling one or more persons within household is sufficient, then this approach is attractive for minimizing burden to the household. Multiple other surveys have used this within household sampling approach.

7. Questionnaire length

There is no clear evidence that questionnaire length and being interviewed frequently are associated with cooperation rates [6,43,56,67]. In a review of studies on survey length and response rates across multiple modes, Bogen [6] found weak evidence that longer cross-sectional surveys yield lower response rates, but had no consistent findings for attrition in longitudinal surveys. Furthermore, in a study of farmers, McCarthy et al. [43] found no clear association between the number of surveys sent to an agricultural operation and survey cooperation, but in studies of students, Porter, Whitcomb and Weitzer [56] found some evidence of “survey fatigue.”

Incentives are often used as a tool to both increase response rates and reduce potential nonresponse bias [23,70]. The incentive literature is clear that incentives work to increase response rates. Furthermore, prepaid incentives are better than postpaid incentives, and cash is better than nonmonetary incentives in increasing response rates [70,71]. No negative effects of incentives in panel surveys have been observed, and in fact, monetary incentives at early waves may help with response at later waves [71].

Whether nonmonetary incentives that function as both data collection tools and provide a benefit to the respondent are a useful tool for survey retention is an open question. For example, if respondents are provided with tablet computers (e.g., iPads) for completing web surveys or physical activity monitors (e.g., FitBit) for real time measurements, and then permitted to keep these devices for their personal use, the data collection device may serve a dual function as an incentive and a data collection device. If the respondent or household already owns these devices, then nonmonetary incentives may have less value. Similarly, enrolling respondents in an expenditure monitoring system may be used for collecting data as well as helping the household monitor spending. The efficacy of this incentive, however, depends on the number of households that would find this service useful.
8. Sample design considerations

The authors of the papers provide a wide range of goals and objectives. The design issues associated with these objectives vary substantially. In this section, we discuss some of the statistical design issues in the context of a general household longitudinal survey, including the trade-offs involved in these design decisions. As with any sample design, identifying which trade-offs to make requires evaluating the specific survey objectives.

8.1. Households, following rules, and sample refreshment

Perhaps the first and most important point for beginning the discussion is that a longitudinal sample of households or families is not really feasible. Households are constantly changing. In 1970, 40.3% of US households were married couples with children, and only 18.8% of households were non-family households. That is, the concepts of household and family were largely coterminous. In contrast, by 2012, only 19.6% of households were married couples with children and 33.6% of households were non-family households [79]. This is important in terms of thinking about the target population at the baseline interview, but also for which respondents to follow as households dissolve, what new household members to bring in, and what kind of tracking information may be needed for following people across waves. That is, many of the households at time $t$ will have different sets of members at time $t + 1$.

At the base or initial wave, households and families can be sampled and then members of those households or families can be followed over time. In any longitudinal survey, following rules need to be implemented that allow households or families of the members of the initial sample to be constructed over time. This following effort is resource-intensive, but necessary for understanding the dynamics of changes in household composition and its subsequent effects on social, health, and economic outcomes longitudinally. These follow-up rules are especially important if all household members (adults and children) are enrolled as members of the study. A variety of follow-up or tracking mechanisms need to be developed with special attention as household members will move in diverse patterns over time. If the new household panel survey can anticipate such behaviors and be prompt in reacting to them (for example, through frequent collection of address information via a mobile device provided to each household member for data collection), then it may be more successful than many previous studies at collecting data during these transitional periods that are of high interest to researchers. For example, if a person’s contact information is a work email and that email changes, this may indicate a change in employment status and may prompt other data collection that are more difficult to capture with typical retrospective questions.

Following rules for subsequent waves need to be carefully considered. In the most desirable, but most costly approach, all base year respondents who move are followed and all new members of previously sampled households are added to the survey
sample, potentially yielding dramatic increases in sample size. To add new household members, information on household composition changes must be collected. Alternatively, in- and out-movers can be subsampled to reduce the cost and size of the sample as necessary. Most longitudinal household surveys only follow household members who were present in the base wave or new family members such as children of the household members (e.g. [33]). As households become increasingly complex and the definition of family evolves (e.g. [57]), following rules about who should and should not be followed must be guided by the long term analytic goals of the survey in addition to the cost and ease of following these household members.

Rules for handling multiple waves of nonresponse by sampled members within households also need to be formulated. Some individual household members will attrite over time, whereas others will not. Additionally, if data collection is more frequent and shorter, different types of rules about what counts as attrition will have to be used compared to the methods used in existing longitudinal surveys. With limited resources for data collection to encourage sampled household members to participate, these decision rules are critical and should incorporate indicators for both nonresponse rates and nonresponse error (e.g. [80]).

With a long-term panel, refreshing the sample to include new entrants to the population is an important requirement. Including children of base year women into the study can enhance the sample of the domestic US population. Immigrants are more costly and difficult to sample, but excluding them is problematic for inference to the general US population at any given time period. A regular program of sampling immigrants every 10 or 15 years seems very worthwhile.

8.2. Frame, stratification and clustering

Large-scale longitudinal studies of households and its members entail large investments of increasingly scarce resources. Even though there has been some discussion of non-probability samples [2] and many epidemiological studies do not use probability samples [61], we believe a probability sample of households and its members is essential for the long-term usefulness of the study. Any additional costs associated with a probability sample are amortized over the life of a longitudinal survey [48] and the inferential risks for the broad range of possible analysis do not warrant considering any other type of sample in our opinion.

Similarly, some researchers have considered beginning with a sampling frame that is rich in terms of covariates even if it has incomplete coverage of the population. For a broadly representative sample of U.S. households and its members, such a design might begin with frames derived from credit records or other administrative records. The advantage of this approach is that nonresponse bias to the first or base wave survey can be investigated and better nonresponse adjustments to the survey weights can be implemented. Although this approach has some benefits for nonresponse, any sampling frame that does not cover the entire population well is a poor choice for this type of longitudinal household survey. Coverage bias is often a more serious source
of bias than nonresponse as suggested by Brick [8]. Furthermore, many of the objectives identified in the papers focus on households that are least likely to be covered by frames based on administrative records. Currently, the sampling frame derived from the U.S. Postal Service computerized delivery sequence files (CDSF) appears to have nearly complete coverage of households [30] and is our recommended sampling frame. Coverage improvement programs (e.g. [69]) should also be considered for the base wave of the survey to reduce undercoverage. Even with the CDSF, there are gaps in coverage such as those without a permanent household location and those moving in and out of institutions that are important for some purposes.

Stratification for multistage household samples nearly always results in important gains in precision by reducing the between first stage or primary sampling unit (PSU) variance. These contributions are very important. A more specific use of stratification is to obtain larger sample sizes for targeted groups such as those households with young children, low-income households, or Asians and Native Americans. Several of the papers discussed some of these subgroups. In this situation, stratification of areas to achieve more precise estimates for subgroups is generally not very effective [81]. At the address level, data can be appended to the CDSF frame, but the data are missing for a large proportion of the subgroups reducing the ability to use this type of stratification to improve precision [60].

Unless new data for stratifying at the area or address level for subgroups are developed, an alternative approach using multiple frames may be worth considering. Frames may be constructed from administrative records or other sources that can identify the subgroups accurately and have additional covariates that can be useful for other purposes such as nonresponse assessment and adjustment. These frames can be used to increase subgroup sample sizes and reduce data collection costs. For example, the HRS used both an area frame and the Health Care Financing Administration Enrollment Data Base to increase the number of older persons. The multiple frame approach is not likely to be very effective for increasing precision for the subgroups because most of the sources available do not include a large proportion of all members in the subgroup. On balance though, the multiple frame approach appears to have some benefits compared to stratification for subgroups if reasonably complete lists of the targeted groups can be identified.

A third household sampling issue is the extent of clustering of the samples. Clustering occurs at both the PSU level where the samples are concentrated in the geographic areas, and within households when more than one person is sampled per household. A general rule of thumb is that clustering reduces the precision of the estimates when the sampled units are more homogeneous within the cluster. For example, suppose all members of the household have the same characteristic, then the precision of the estimate for that characteristic does not increase when more than one person is sampled per household.

The loss in efficiency for estimating a sample mean due to clustering within PSU is called the cluster design effect [35] and can be written as

\[
DEFF (\text{mean}) \equiv 1 + \rho \bar{m} - 1
\]

where \( \rho \) is measure of within PSU homogeneity (the cluster intraclass correlation
coefficient) and \( \bar{m} \) is the average number of households (or persons) sampled per PSU. This loss of precision due to clustering effect is likely to persist over time because those sampled within a cluster are likely to retain a high degree of homogeneity even if they later disperse geographically.

For subgroups, the size of the design effect is less problematic because it is then the average subgroup sample per PSU within the cluster. That is, if the average cluster size is 50, and a subgroup of interest is women who are 50% of the population, then the average cluster size for the subgroup of women will be 25. The subgroup is smaller, thus reducing the design effect. Most analyses, especially over time, are conducted on subgroups. Furthermore, the clustering effect on statistics like regression coefficients is often lower than for means because the independent predictors account for some of the clustering effect [72]. Yet the clustering effect on regression coefficients is still positive and should not be underestimated [38].

A theme through some of the papers was to evaluate the effects of neighborhoods on outcomes of interest. For this analytic objective, multilevel regression with relatively large samples within a small cluster may be appropriate. Yet conceptualizing the meaning of a neighborhood over time for a set of sampled persons is challenging. We believe that many of these analytic objectives about neighborhoods may be best suited for cross-sectional surveys because the mobility of the population disrupts the original physical clustering that is the focus of the analysis. Furthermore, an extreme level of clustering has disadvantages for most other analyses in which the design effect would be increased substantially over a less clustered design, thereby increasing confidence intervals and decreasing the power of statistical tests.

An option that could be considered that might meet some of the analytic needs is to have a large number of relatively small PSUs rather than a smaller number of large PSUs. This design usually costs more to implement and \( \rho \) typically increases as the PSUs get smaller [35], but these trade-offs might be acceptable if understanding the clusters themselves are important analytic components (e.g., for understanding neighborhood effects). The increase in costs associated with having more PSUs may also be controlled if the subsequent waves can be done predominately using low-cost self-administered modes.

As discussed above, we believe that measurement quality will be optimized by having multiple household reporters who self-report their behaviors, attitudes, and knowledge. The implications for this within-household sampling design decision on clustering effect on the precision of the estimates will be minimal. Most of the analyses of interest discussed in the papers in this issue rely on subgroup analyses (e.g., sex, age). Within households, these subgroup sample sizes are close to unity, thus alleviating any within-household clustering effects.

9. Administrative records

Administrative records such as tax records or health provider records are a valuable source of information that can and should be utilized to improve measurement
quality and enhance the respondent-friendly design of the study. Administrative records are created for purposes that are not always consistent with the measurement objectives of a scientific study, but may provide an opportunity for collecting types of data that respondents are either unable to recall or simply cannot answer for other reasons. We believe acquiring these data are essential, even though we are not suggesting that data from administrative records are error-free.

For many years, researchers have struggled to obtain consent from the respondent to acquire administrative data from the appropriate government agency or medical provider. For example, the National Immunization Survey obtains vaccination information from a child’s medical provider [52] and the SIPP has asked for social security numbers to link to Social Security and Medicare administrative databases [29]. These efforts are often time consuming and fraught with difficulties because these records are rightfully personal and confidential.

Even when the respondent gives consent and an agency provides the data, the information may not be complete. Furthermore, consent often only pertains to accessing the record once and additional consents are needed to obtain updates to the administrative data later. Similarly, when accessing health records, it may be necessary to obtain consents for each medical provider and that consent is only valid for a relatively short period of time. Respondents may balk at frequent consents to access administrative records of various types as an invasion of their privacy.

One of the approaches we believe has potential to improve this situation is to avoid the consent process by asking the respondent to provide an electronic record that they personally have (if available), rather than getting the government agency or medical providers involved. Many administrative records of potential interest are now, or soon will be, available to respondents electronically. Rather than accessing an electronic record through a government agency, the respondent themselves could attach that record to a secure link to provide the data for the survey. For example, the IRS now offers a transcript of tax filings for individuals and the Social Security Administration allows individuals to obtain their statement of earnings and benefits through the SSA website [73]. Electronic health records are becoming more and more common, especially under the Affordable Care Act. In 2013, 78% of office-based physicians were estimated to have some kind of electronic health record system, although this rate varied substantially across states [27]. Just under half (44%) of hospitals had an electronic health record in 2012, with a rate that had tripled since 2010 [15]. Additionally, many HMOs have been allowing respondents to access their records for years now (100% of HMOs report having electronic health records [32]), although the rate of patient use of these records is much lower [83,84].

An additional and substantial benefit of using the respondent as the source of administrative records is that the data can be stored and accessed privately rather than being held inside of the government. A model that is appealing is university-based or perhaps a consortium of universities as the repository of the data. This university or consortium would be responsible for developing the structure to maintain and access the data while protecting the respondents from disclosure. We suspect this model
would allow greater and more flexible access and yet still provide strong protection for the privacy and confidentiality of the data.

The world is changing. It is very likely that more electronic access to records will be available and could be utilized to reduce burden on respondents. The two main challenges to fully using this methodology is making sure respondents are fully informed of what is being requested and providing appropriate safeguards to protect the privacy of the data. The good news is that these are areas of continued and active research in survey methodology (e.g. [65]). Of course, for households not fully participating in accessing data electronically, alternative methods of data acquisition (perhaps low-tech solutions such as copying and submitting hard copies) will be needed.

10. Discussion

Developing a new household panel survey has many challenges and many opportunities. We agree that a new household survey would provide new insights into a variety of phenomena that cannot be adequately addressed through existing data sets. A modern data collection system might also be less expensive and have higher quality than is possible from existing systems. We also agree that such a new survey requires careful planning to identify the analytic goals, with design decisions following from these goals.

The methodological challenges from a new household panel survey are many. We have identified issues here related to topic, questionnaire design, modes of data collection, frequency of data collection, use of incentives, sample design, stratification and clustering, and administrative records. Many of these issues are common to existing household surveys. However, we think that a new household survey could innovate on existing surveys especially in the areas of mode of data collection, use of planned missing designs, increased numbers of small area clusters, and frequency of data collection.

A new household panel survey provides the opportunity to anticipate needing to change or adapt to new methods or measures. Some of the methods that could be used in a new household panel survey are unconventional. Similarly, some constructs of interest have not been previously tested at all or in general population surveys. To account for this potential, we recommend the creation of an innovation panel, similar to that used in the UK Household Longitudinal Survey [78]. We envision that the innovation panel could begin by testing some of the more critical components of the design, such as the ability to encourage respondents to report by the Internet, and several years of experience in the development process may be required prior to full implementation of the survey.

In sum, a new longitudinal household survey would benefit the scientific community at large. It would also provide an opportunity for developing new and innovative methods for data collection that could translate to other surveys.
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